
Pastels will be forever entrenched in floral designs for Easter and Mother’s Day, but this year, take a cue from the fash-
ion industry, which adds a splash of boldness to Spring. Pantone, the global authority on color, reports 2014 Spring 
fashion colors include calm pastels and neutrals along with exciting citrus, blue and purple shades. Try these ideas to 
substitute or pair soft pastels with vivid colors for your spring floral designs.

Switch out the usual spring pinks with purples and lavenders. Pairing Magenta Purple Kate garden roses or purple mini 
calla lilies with the Radiant Orchid colors of ranunculus make a lovely monochromatic themed design.

For this Spring’s vibrant yellow, choose freesia, tulips or Gold Strike roses or pick a new yellow container in water-tight 
heavy plastic available at Floral Supply Syndicate in many different sizes and styles. Coral peonies or coral garden 
roses are a perfect way to capture the spicy Cayenne color. 

For Easter-inspired designs, try Spanish moss as a substitute for the usual green grass, to capture calm Paloma. For 
more gray neutral tone ideas, add silver Brunia berries or Dusty Miller to designs, to showcase vibrant colors.
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Pantone’s 2014 Spring colors offer fresh and optimistic choices for the SoCal-based floral designer. For Mother’s 
Day, match a mom with her favorite aspects of the region. Place Placid Blue Delphinium blossoms in a bold Daz-
zling Blue vase for moms who crave blue skies over the blue Pacific. For desert lovers, Cayenne-colored flowers 
add heat to sand-colored grape wood or bleached manzanita accents. For sunset watchers, pair flowers in Celosia 
Orange and Violet Tulip colors. 

 FREESIA CELOSIA ORANGE CAYENNE PLACID BLUE DAZZLING BLUE RADIANT ORCHID

 MAGENTA PURPLE VIOLET TULIP PURPLE HAZE PALOMA HEMLOCK COMFREY SAND

Radiant orchid is paired with Purple Haze and Magenta 
Purple in this spring bouquet featuring Amnesia roses, 
mini carnations, sweet peas and Lisianthus.

Pair orange-tinged Sahara roses with bear grass for a
 Pantone Celosia Orange and Comfrey combination.
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